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An existence and uniqueness result concerned with the boundary value problem
u′′ + gt; ut = et; u′0 = u′pi = 0
is presented. ' 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the boundary value problem
u′′ + gt; u = et; u′0 = u′pi: (1)
In [1], Huang and Shen consider the existence and uniqueness result of
the solution for (1).
There they consider the case that gut; u is non-negative. Here, we con-
sider the case that gut; u may be negative. In this paper, we also use the
following MinMax Theorem (see [2]) to prove our main result.
MinMax Theorem (Manasevich). Let H be a real Hilbert space and let
f x H → R be of class C2. Suppose that there exist two closed subspaces X
and Y such that H = X ⊕ Y and two continuous nonincreasing functions
α x 0;∞ → 0;∞; β x 0;∞ → 0;∞
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such that Z ∞
1
αsds = ∞
Z ∞
1
βsds = ∞〈
D2f x+ yk; k ≥ αyk2
for all x ∈ X, y ∈ Y , and k ∈ Y , and〈
D2f x+ yh; h ≤ −βxh2
for all x ∈ X, y ∈ Y , and h ∈ X.
Then
(a) there exists a unique v0 ∈ H such that ∇f v0 = 0;
(b) f v0 = maxx∈X miny∈Y f x+ y = miny∈Y maxx∈X f x+ y:
In the above theorem, ∇f u and D2f u denote the gradient and the
Hessian of f at u ∈ H; respectively. In this case, f x H → H is a C ′ mapping
and ∇f ′u = D2f u is a bounded self-adjoint linear operator on H.
Let U = uut ∈ C20; pi; u′0 = u′pi = 0; ut is absolutely contin-
uous and satises
R pi
0 u
2tdt < +∞.
Then U is a real Hilbert space with the inner product
u; v =
Z pi
0
u′v′ + uv dt:
The norm induced in U by the inner product · will be denoted by  · U .
We assume that:
(A) g ∈ C ′0; pi × R;R and e ∈ C0; piy
(B) there exists some positive integer n such that
n2 + bn+ c < gut; u < n+ 12 for all u ∈ U; t ∈ 0; pi; (2)
where n2 + bn+ c < 0 and b; c satisfy
c > 0
b+ c + 1 < 0: (3)
2. THE MAIN RESULT
In this section, we consider the existence of a unique solution for
Problem (1).
We let
g∗ut; u = gut; u + 2n+ 12;
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then
3n2 + 4+ bn+ 2 + c < g∗ut; u < 3n+ 12:
By (3), we see that
3n2 + 4n+ 2 < 3n2 + 4+ bn+ 2 + c:
We denote
ζs = min
uU≤s
max
t∈0;pi
g∗ut; u − 3n2 + 4n+ 2 (4)
ηs = min
uU≤s
max
t∈0;pi
n+ 12 − gut; u: (5)
Clearly, ζx 0;+∞ → 0;+∞ and η x 0;+∞ → 0;+∞ are two con-
tinuous nonincreasing functions.
Dene subspaces X and Y of U as
X = xxt = a0
2
+
nX
m=1
am cos mt; am ∈ R;m = 0; 1; 2; · · · ; n (6)
Y = yyt =
∞X
m=n+1
am cos mt; am ∈ R;m = n+ 1; n+ 2; · · ·; (7)
where n is as in (2) and the series yt = P∞m=n+1 am cos mt as well as
the series obtained by termwise differentiation of (7) converges uniformly
on R.
Clearly, we have U = X ⊕ Y and the inequalitiesZ pi
0
x′t2dt ≤ n2
Z pi
0
xt2dt
Z pi
0
y ′t2dt ≥ n+ 12
Z pi
0
yt2dt
for all x ∈ X; y ∈ Y .
Next, we shall consider the problem
u′′ + g∗t; u = 2n+ 12u+ et; u′0 = u′pi = 0: (8)
We note that Problem (8) is equivalent to Problem (1) by the construction
of g∗t; u.
Dene a function I x U → R by
Iu =
Z pi
0

1
2
u′t2 −Gt; ut + etut + n+ 12u2

dt; (9)
where Gt; u = R u0 g∗t; sds; u ∈ U .
Clearly, I is of class C2 by ssumptions, A and B:
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It is well known that u ∈2 o;pi is a solution of problem (8) if and only
if u is a critical point of I.
The following is our main result.
Theorem. Suppose that (A) and (B) hold, andZ ∞
1
ζsds = +∞;
Z ∞
1
ηsds = +∞; (10)
where ζ and η are as in (4) and (5).
Then
(a) there exists a unique solution u∗ of (8);
(b) Iu∗ = maxx∈Xminy∈Y Ix+ y = miny∈Y maxx∈Y Ix+ y,
where Iu is dened in (9) and X and Y are dened in (6) and (7).
Proof. First of all, it is easy to prove that a mapping ∇I x U → U is
dened by
∇Iu; v =
Z pi
0
u′v′ − g∗t; uv + etv + 2n+ 12uvdt:
And for all u ∈ U; ∀v ∈ U;w ∈ U , we have〈
D2Iuw; v = Z pi
0
v′w′ − g∗ut; uvw + 2n+ 12wvdt:
For u = x+ y ∈ U;x ∈ X; y ∈ Y , and h ∈ X;k ∈ Y , we have〈
D2Ix+ yh; h = Z pi
0
h′2 − g∗ut; uh2 + 2n+ 12h2dt
≤
Z pi
0
n2 − g∗ut; u + 2n+ 12h2dt
= −
Z pi
0
g∗ut; u − 3n2 + 4n+ 2h2dt
≤ − min
uU≤xU
max
t∈0;pi
g∗ut; u − 3n2 + 4n+ 2
Z pi
0
h2dt
= − 1
n2 + 1

min
uU≤xU
max
t∈0;pi
g∗ut; u − 3n2 + 4n+ 2


n2
Z pi
0
h2dt +
Z pi
0
h2dt

≤ − 1
n2 + 1

min
uU≤xU
max
t∈0;pi
g∗ut; u − 3n2 + 4n+ 2

Z pi
0
h′
2
dt +
Z pi
0
h2dt

= −ζ xU
n2 + 1 h
2
U
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〈
D2Ix+ yk; k = Z pi
0
k′2 − g∗ut; uk2 + 2n+ 12k2dt
=
Z pi
0

k′
2 − gut; uk2 − 2n+ 12k2 + 2n+ 12k2

dt
=
Z pi
0

k′
2 − gut; uk2

dt
≥
Z pi
0
 
k′
2 − gut; u
k′
2
n+ 12
!
dt
≥ 1n+ 12 + 1 minuU≤yU maxt∈0;pin+ 1
2 − gut; u
1+ 1n+ 12
 Z pi
0
k′
2
dt
≥ 1n+ 12 + 1

min
uU≤yU
max
t∈0;pi
n+ 12 − gut; uZ pi
0
k′2 + k2dt

= ηyUn+ 12 + 1 k
2
U
From (10) and the fact that ζs and ηs are nonincreasing, it can be
proved that Z ∞
1
ζs
n2 + 1ds = +∞
Z ∞
1
ηs
n+ 12 + 1ds = +∞
and ζs/n2 + 1, ηs/n+ 12 + 1 are also nonincreasing.
Now, we complete the proof by the MinMax Theorem.
So Problem (1) has one unique solution by the equivalence of Problem
(1) and Problem (8).
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